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NEWSLETTER
Message from the Leadership Team
Dear Parents and Carers,
Christmas festivities have fully started at school where every
day we can hear the sounds of children singing festive songs
and practising their shows to perform for parents. We hope
that you will be as excited to watch them as they are to perform
them!
Last week, we saw a wonderful assembly from Holly Class all
about the Titanic and their singing at the end was fantastic. It
was clear to see how much they had enjoyed their learning.
Our assemblies this half term have focussed on safety and we
have been discussing e-safety, safety at home and how to be
safe at school. We have also reminded children in upper KS2
that if they normally meet their parent in the car park and the
parent is not there, then they need to return to their classroom
to their teacher. With this newsletter, we have attached some
useful posters about e-safety and safe TV watching.
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CHRISTMAS POST BOX
If your child would like to
practise their handwriting
by writing cards to their
friends, bring them into
school and we will put
them in the Christmas post
box to be delivered to each
class. Remember to write
the class name on the
envelope too!

CHRISTMAS LUNCH
A letter has been emailed about lunch on the 19th
December. If your child is school dinners, then
they will automatically have the Christmas lunch.
If your child is normally packed lunch but wants
the Christmas meal, please return the form by 9th
December and pay online.

If you would like more information on keeping children safe
online, at home or when out and about, please visit:
https://www.nspcc.org.uk/preventing-abuse/keepingchildren-safe/ There are lots of really useful resources to help
parents keep their children safe, happy and healthy.
Thank you to all of our parents and children as we raised £600
for Children in Need and made £1400 from the book fair, which
means £880 worth of books for our school!
Finally, a plea to parents to please bring in any Lego that you
no longer need as we are starting a Lego Therapy intervention
and we are in desperate need of more Lego.
Have a wonderful weekend,

Mrs N Matheson (Head of School)

Tormead School
Thank you to Tormead Girls School who come in
every other Monday to listen to children read in
Year 2 and help with writing in Year 5. The
children love working with the girls.
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Sythwood Suggests

Christmas Concert and Market

Harrison tries to be good but
he cannot control his temper.
This time there are terrible
consequences for his actions…

Monday 16th December is when we will hold our
Christmas concert in the Junior Hall for Years 3 to 6
followed by our Christmas market after school.
The Concert timings are:

Great for Year 4 to Year 6.

Year 3 1:20pm – 1:45pm
Year 4 1:45pm – 2:10pm
Year 5 2:10pm – 2:35pm
Year 6 2:35pm – 3pm

This lovely picture book is all
about a little boy whose worry
monster follows him
wherever he goes.

We will encourage parents to leave after each year group
so that parents for each year group can come in and
watch their children perform. Parents will not be able to
come on site until 1:10pm.
The Christmas market will be held in the games area and
stalls include: Guess the Santa, chocolate tombola, name
the reindeer and lucky dip. The market will begin at
3:30pm so remember to bring your pennies.
We will also be holding our very popular Christmas
hamper raffle where you can win one of our amazing
hampers. Tickets are just £1 each at the main office and
the more you buy, the more chance you have to win!
18th

Wednesday
December we walk to the church so
please ensure your child has a warm coat.
19th

Thursday
December is Christmas jumper day where
childen can wear mufti and a fun, festive jumper.

Great for Nursery to Y2.

READING BOOKS
As it is almost the end of term, please check at home
for any school books that have gone home but not
made it back to school. We have had to stop loaning
out books from our KS2 library as we have over 100
books that have not been returned yet.

CLASS ATTENDANCE
25th to 29th November: Ash Class (96.3%)
and Chestnut Class (98.6%)
2nd to 6th December: Ash Class (98.5%)
Lime Class (99.5%)
Well done, parents and children!

DATES FOR YOUR DIARY
Tuesday 10th December

Year 2 Christmas production 2:30pm

Wednesday 11th December

Nursery song time 9am and 1:30pm

Wednesday 11th December

Year 1 Christmas production 2:30pm

Thursday 12th December
Friday 13th December
Monday 16th December
Wednesday 18th December
Thursday 19th December
Friday 20th December
Monday 23rd December to Monday 6th January

Reception Christmas production 2:30pm
Visit to the pantomime in Woking
Year 3-6 Christmas songs and Christmas market 3:30pm
Visit to the Church
Christmas jumper day and Christmas lunch
Last day of term, school finishes at 1:30pm
Christmas holiday

Tuesday 7th January

Children return to school

Friday 10th January

Year 4 Egyptian workshop

and
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CHRISTMAS WELLBEING
Christmas can be a stressful time of year so try these tips
from MIND to support your mental health over this month.
1. Cancel plans if you need to – don’t feel pressured to
always be on the go.
2. Stop and take a day to yourself if it is all too much.
3. Spend a day at home in your pyjamas watching
movies.
4. Have a break from technology for a day.
5. Take your family out for a walk and some fresh air.
6. Try not to compare yourself with others and what
you see on social media and TV.
7. Go to bed early some nights so you feel well rested
the next day.
8. If you are feeling the strain, find someone to talk to
about it.
9. Buy a good book and let your imagination take you
to new places.
10. Take some time to do something that you want to do
as well as spending time on what others want to do.

SCHOOL LUNCHES
We are having quite a few children turn up to
school without their packed lunch or not having
very much in their packed lunch. Eating a healthy
packed lunch means that your child will be able to
focus and enjoy their learning in the afternoon.
Some examples of items to include could be:











Sandwich
Chicken wrap
Leftover pizza
Pasta salad
Chopped up vegetables or fruit
Samosas or pakoras
Filled pitta bread
Yogurts
Rice and vegetables
Cheese and crackers

Support at Christmas
There are places to turn if you are in need of help during this
time:
MIND Infoline 0300 123 3393 or text 86463 (for mental
health support)
Citizens Advice Bureau 03444 111 444 (for financial or legal
concerns)
The Samaritans 116 123 (if you need to talk to someone)
Cruse Bereavement Care 0808 808 1677 (if you have lost a
loved one or been affected by bereavement)

In this cold weather, hot school dinners are a great
alternative with plenty of delicious choices. We
require a week’s notice to change to school dinners
and speak to the office if you would like to do this.

Christmas Budgeting
We know that Christmas is a tricky time and it is very easy to overspend and have a challenging start to the new year.
Here are more ideas from the Citizens Advice Bureau on avoiding ChristmasThe
debt.
internet is amazing. Children can play,
learn, create and connect - opening a whole
world of exciting possibilities. But with the
digital world changing all the time, how can
you make sure your child’s staying safe?
Visit the NSPCC website for further
information and tips:

www.nspcc.org.uk
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If under 18, supervision
of a parent or legal
guardian required.

FIFA20

CONSTANT SERIES REFRESHES
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FAKE EMAILS AND SCAMS

JUST ONE MORE GAME

Your child may receive an email or
see a message on social media or in
forums which appear to be a
genuine FIFA promotion. While the
link may seem like a FIFA login page,
it's a phishing scam to capture a
login name and password.
Scammers may use names that
sound legitimate, like 'EA Admin' or
'FIFA Developer’.

Your child could be playing FIFA games on their
computer or console for very long periods of
time. That's not to say that computer-based
matches are a full 90 minutes long, but a series
of 20-minute matches can very quickly fill up a
day! The World Health Organisation has
classified 'gaming disorder' as a mental health
problem - this is when children have trouble
controlling their gaming behaviour and let it
reign over their lives and daily routine.

IN GAME CHAT

BUYING ADD-ONS

FIFA GAMEPLAY

While the FIFA video game is suitable
for children of all ages as it does not
include any inappropriate content,
there is the issue of in-game chat. Your
child can play with other people online
and chat with them using headsets. As
this is largely unregulated, it could
mean that your child is exposed to
language or conversations that you
deem unsuitable.

In-game purchases are to be expected in any modern game and
FIFA is no different. FIFA Ultimate Team (commonly called FUT)
is a mode in FIFA that lets gamers build teams of players from
any league, playing both offline and online to win coins. These
can be used to buy better players or packs containing random
players. While some purchases can be made using in-game
currency, other purchases involve spending with real world
money, which could become expensive. There have been
reports of parents receiving large credit card bills resulting
from in-game purchase made by their children.

The FIFA series has been
criticised for the competitive
nature of gameplay leading
to aggression in some
players. Add to this the
chance to converse with other
players via in-game chat, and
the potential for anger levels
is likely to rise... especially if
you're losing heavily!

ABOUT THE SERIES REFRESHES

STEER CLEAR OF SCAMMERS

MONITOR ACTIVITY

As a parent, the implications of this really
depends on the age of your child and your
relationship with them. It may be that
playing and sharing games is part of your
family life and so this isn't a problem, but just
be mindful that being involved with the FIFA
franchise is unlikely to be a one-off event it's the start of a gaming journey that could
last for many, many years and involve
numerous (potentially expensive) upgrades.

You should teach your children to stay clear of
scams. Explain to them that they must be wary of
any link which asks them to either verify their
username and password or provide other
sensitive information; game developers will never
send a message asking for login information.
Console messages, emails and websites, or social
media posts promoting contests for in-game
content, such as packs, players, or coins requiring
login information are fake.

The parental controls on consoles can be used to
restrict the amount of time spent playing.
Physically monitoring how much time your child
is spending in FIFA is recommended - just as you
might monitor how much time they spend
watching TV. Keep an eye out for warning signs,
such as a lack of interest in other activities,
tiredness or fatigue, neglect of personal hygiene,
changes in character or anger issues whe your
child is told to stop playing a game.

HAVE THEM REPORT ABUSE

RESTRICT PURCHASES

ENCOURAGE BREAKS

It's unlikely that you'll be able
to convince your child to play
FIFA without making use of the
chat facility - it's something
that adds to the experience.
However, you should ensure
your child is aware of how to
silence any abusive players and
how to report anyone who
becomes problematic.

To spend real money in FIFA, a credit or debit card must be linked
to a gaming account, so ensure that your card is not being used for
this! There's also support for PayPal payment, so also check who
has [access to this type of account. Depending on the platform
your child is using to play FIFA, there are different parental controls
that can be put in place to restrict spending should you allow them
to link a card to their account. There is also a payment option called
Paysafecard, which allows you to make payments online without
the use of a bank account or credit card. As you can top up
balances, this makes it easy to control spending.

Monitoring in-game chat may be difficult as you're
likely to only be able to hear one side of a
conversation. However, noticing how your child is
reacting may be a reasonable indicator of the general
mood. Dealing with both the frustrations of a game as
well as troublesome people can serve as useful life
lessons, but as a parent, you know your child better
than anyone else. If you notice your child is getting too
upset or angry, that's the time to intervene and try to
encourage them to take a break from the game.

The big selling point for the FIFA range of games is
that it FIFA includes current players; a feature which
no other football video game offers. However, this
means that a new version of the game is released
every year, with updated teams, players and stadia,
plus new gameplay features and tweaks. And, with
every annual update of the game, there is an
expectation that it will be far better than the
previous one, so the pressure to upgrade and buy
the new version is likely to be immense!

18
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Meet our expert
Mark Foster has worked in the gaming industry for 5 years as a
writer, editor and presenter. He is the current gaming editor of two
of the biggest gaming news sites in the world, UNILAD Gaming and
GAMINGbible. Starting gaming from a young age with his siblings,
he has a passion for understanding how games and tech work, but
more importantly, how to make them safe and fun.
SOURCES

,
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/men/relationships/fatherhood/10886939/My-son-spent-hundreds-of-pounds-on-in-app-purchases-without-me-knowing.html
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You don't need to be the biggest football fan in the world to have heard of FIFA (Federation
Internationale de Football Association) - the governing body for football. And, the video
game series bearing the organisation's name is one of the most successful ever. The lure of
this football series is that official licensing gives your child the opportunity to play games in
the role of their favourite players. They can either work through a story mode version of the
game or play online in competitions against other players. The game, released annually by
Electronic Arts under the EA Sports label, is available for a range of consoles, and there are
also mobile versions available for smartphones and tablets.
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At National Online Safety we believe in empowering parents, carers and trusted adults with the information they need to hold an informed conversation about online safety with their children, should they
feel it is needed. This guide focuses on one platform of many which we believe trusted adults should be aware of. Please visit www.nationalonlinesafety.com for further guides, hints and tips for adults.
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FORTNITE
BATTLE ROYALE

IS FORTNITE ADDICTIVE?

FREE TO PLAY... OR IS IT?

Battle Royale games have become very popular
over the last couple of years, and most tend to
follow a very similar setup. Taking Fortnite as an
example, 100 players drop into a map, loot
buildings for weapons and armour and attempt to
beat all the other players to be crowned victor at
the end. If you’ve ever seen the Hunger Games
movies, you’ll have an idea of what this entails.
Each game can take up to 20 minutes (assuming
you last to the end) and can be restarted relatively
quickly once 100 free players have been found.

Fortnite is at the forefront of gaming addiction
discussions because it is so popular with young people.
But whether it actually contributes to gaming addiction is
up for debate. WHO (World Health Organisation) have
solely a concern with Fortnite. Signs of addiction can
include irritability when not playing, lying about the
amount of time played and a preoccupation with thoughts
of the next gaming session. Realistically, it must be down
to parents and carers to recognise these symptoms and
act accordingly if they think they are developing.

While Fortnite is technically free to play (in that
you can download and play it without paying)
it does come with the caveat that spending
money on things like skins and emotes
in-game is heavily pushed to players. The
currency used in-game is called ‘V-Bucks’ and
can be bought with real money through the
game’s online store. It’s worth remembering
that these purchases are absolutely not
necessary, are cosmetic only and that V-Bucks
can be earned in-game with enough play time.

SEASONAL UPDATES

CROSSPLAY IS AVAILABLE

IS FORTNITE VIOLENT?

Every 10 weeks or so Fortnite is updated with a
new season. This essentially adds new things
like skins and emotes to the game, while also
sometimes changing up the game map in
interesting ways. These seasons are free to
everybody and don’t require additional money
to play, though battle passes for each season
can be bought with V-Bucks. A battle pass will
typically allow a player to earn experience
faster and gain fun in-game items by
completing a host of daily challenges.

One of the wonderful things about Fortnite is that it
can be played cross-platform. This means that no
matter what platform a person plays on (PC,
PlayStation 4, Xbox One etc) they can play with

Fortnite has been rated by the ESRB
(Entertainment Software Ratings Board) as
teen, as it contains cartoony violence and the
weapons and acts depicted in the game are
some way removed from their real life
inspirations. Characters don’t draw blood when
shot and instead of dying, they are simply

created online (which is free) and then linked with
your platform account. Doing this removes the
age-old boundary of not being able to play together
because you don’t have the same console and opens
up a whole new world of playing online with friends.

BUYING V-BUCKS

GAMING WITH STRANGERS

As mentioned, Fortnite does contain in-game
purchases and microtransactions in the form of
V-Bucks which can be bought with real money. If
you do decide to let your young one spend
money in the game, be sure to delete your card
information afterwards as it can be very easy to
purchase more items at the press of a few
buttons. It’s important to set a limit on any
purchases (as mentioned they are absolutely not
necessary to play the game) and a suggestion
would be capping the spending at around £50 this is the normal retail price of a game

Fortnite Battle Royale is an online game, and as such,
there is a chance that young children could come into
contact with strangers who are randomly placed into
another person might say or do in a game, so it’s a good
idea for friends playing together, to be grouped together.
The only real countermeasure to interacting with
communications, which can be done in the game’s
settings. Using outside chat apps, like Skype or Discord
while playing, is a great way to make sure you know who
you’re talking to and that nobody else is listening in.

younger than the recommended age limit will
want to play the game and that should be at
the discretion of parents and carers.

LIMIT TIME, BUT BE FLEXIBLE
A game of Fortnite can last up to
it's time to put it away. The
approach of ‘one more game’ as
opposed to ‘10 more minutes’
will stop any complaints that a
match is still ongoing. Better
still, play with your child and
take it in turns; that way you're
helping control the time played
and can keep an eye on what
they're experiencing.

TALK TO OTHER
PARENTS / CARERS

CAN DEVELOP SOME
IMPORTANT SKILLS

PLAY THE GAME
YOURSELF

If you’re concerned about play time or
spending money in the game, talk to
other parents and carers of your child’s
friends. If you approach as a collective, it
will be easier to know when their friends
are online and you don’t have to worry
about who they're playing with. It can
also help curb expectations on spending
money on battle passes and skins if you
stick together.

It’s often overlooked just how good
gaming can be for young people.
Fortnite encourages team play, quick
and complex problem solving and
communication; that’s not to mention

There’s no substitute for sitting down
and playing the game yourself to learn
all about it. Fortnite is available for free
on almost anything you can imagine,
even your smartphone, so there’s never
been a better time to get involved and
see what all the fuss is about. You never
know, you might even be able to impress
your children when you show them your
impressive Victory Royale tally!

develop. While taking breaks to do
other activities is of course important,
might not be immediately obvious.

Meet our expert

Mark Foster has worked in the gaming industry for 5 years as a writer, editor
and presenter. He is the current gaming editor of two of the biggest gaming
news sites in the world, UNILAD Gaming and GAMINGbible. Starting gaming
from a young age with his siblings, he has a passion for understanding how
games and tech work, but more importantly, how to make them safe and fun.
https://www.theguardian.com/games/2018/mar/07/fortnite-battle-royale-parents-guide-video-game-multiplayer-shooter, https://www.psychguides.com/behavioral-disorders/video-game-addiction/,
https://www.polygon.com/2018/3/23/17146848/cross-platform-crossplay-ps4-xbox-pc-switch-ios-mobile-enable-friends-compatible-matchmaking#7OlE7d, https://www.esrb.org/ratings/34948/Fortnite/
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Fortnite: Chapter 2 has finally landed! With a whole host of new in-game features including a brand-new map,
more water-based activities, upgraded character skins and a more streamlined arsenal of weapons, this Fortnite
is promising to be the best yet. Almost all of the changes are cosmetic which means the concept of the game
remains the same, with players still aiming to be the last man standing. Players will no doubt find the game much
more enjoyable with so much more to explore. For parents and carers however, it pays to remain vigilant.
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At National Online Safety we believe in empowering parents, carers and trusted adults with the information they need to hold an informed conversation about online safety with their children, should they
feel it is needed. This guide focuses on one platform of many which we believe trusted adults should be aware of. Please visit www.nationalonlinesafety.com for further guides, hints and tips for adults.

At National Online Safety we believe in empowering parents, carers and trusted adults with the information they need to hold an informed conversation about online safety with their children, should they
feel it is needed. This guide focuses on one platform of many which we believe trusted adults should be aware of. Please visit www.nationalonlinesafety.com for further guides, hints and tips for adults.

Smart devices promise to make our lives easier. In many cases - they do, however these new technologies present
risks too. Whether you’re using a digital assistant to record your shopping list or you’re controlling your lights
through a smart system, many smart functions can be ‘hacked’ and controlled by someone outside your home. This
guide will help you identify some of the ways you can stay alert and protect yourself.

1

2

KNOW THE
RISKS
The success of any
smart device relies on
it communicating with
other devices using
the Internet. It’s an
unavoidable part of
using smart devices,
but it does expose you
to numerous risks.
Attackers could use the
Internet connection
to steal your data for
identify fraud or to
make unauthorised
purchases through
your devices. There is
even potential for more
sinister exploitation,
such as child grooming
or cyber-bullying.

4

WHAT IS THE INTERNET OF THINGS?

3

CHECK ENCRYPTION
SETTINGS

This is the term given to all the devices connected to the
Internet in your home. It includes a new digital doorbell
connected to your smartphone, your kettle that boils
when you tell it to on your tablet or your heating that
comes on when you swipe on your smart watch. The
Internet of Things (IoT) is designed to make life easier, but
it also opens up your home network to potential cyberattacks. It doesn’t mean you can’t enjoy the benefits, but it
does mean being aware of the potential negatives.

Whenever data is sent over the Internet, it is
‘encrypted’. This makes it harder to read if it’s
intercepted. You should look to use a strong
encryption setting, such as WPA2, rather than
WPA or WEP. You can check your router manual
on how to do this.

5

RENAME THE ‘GATEWAY’
TO YOUR HOME

KEEP YOUR SOFTWARE
UP TO DATE

Your Internet router is the virtual gateway to
your home network. It needs protecting. To do
this, you should change the default name (the
SSID) and password. You can usually find steps
to do this in the instruction manual. Don’t use
your family name. Choose something more
obscure. Make the password complicated
too, using upper and lower-case letters,
numbers and
symbols. Do this
for your router
and any other
smart devices
connected to the
Internet.

Manufacturers constantly update and
improve software used in smart devices.
Some will automatically alert you to an update, but
not all do. To be on the safe side, it’s a good idea to set
reminders in your calendar. Check the manufacturer’s
website for any updates and run them if necessary.

12 Top Tips To Get Smart About The

In Your Home
6
9

USE A SEPARATE NETWORK FOR GUESTS
If your router has a feature that allows you to set up a separate network for guests, you
should use it. That way, when guests use your Wi-Fi, they won’t have access to your devices.

TRUST YOUR 		
INSTINCTS

If you ever feel something is wrong or
your network is being exploited, visit
the manufacturer’s website or ring
their technical support department. It’s
better to be safe than sorry.

10

BUILD A WALL
You could also purchase a dedicated ‘firewall’ device. This is something that plugs
into your network and stops cyber threats reaching your router. Some routers do
have a firewall element included, but they are no replacement for the real thing. A
firewall device thoroughly analyses information coming in and out of your network
and helps stop malicious attacks. A security device is strongly recommended to
anyone who works from home or deals with sensitive information.

Meet our expert
Emma was a secondary school Computer
Science teacher for more than decade.
Since leaving education, she has been
working in a cyber security firm delivering
cyber awareness training to businesses
and carrying out network testing. She is
a mother of a five-year-old and has vast
experience of controlling and managing
how children access online services and
use apps.

SAY
GOODBYE
TO SIRI AND
ALEXA
It’s a good idea to
change the activation
words on your smart
devices so they are
unique to you and your
family. This makes it
that much harder for
people to break into
your smart devices.

11
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7

DEACTIVATE ANY
UNNECESSARY
FEATURES

8

Though it’s a fun idea, you probably
don’t need to control your kettle from
outside the house. In fact, there are
often many unnecessary features
included on smart devices. Where
possible, you should look to disable
these. Doing so reduces the ability for
people to hack your devices. When
someone sees you’ve actively taken
steps to increase security, they’re less
inclined to try to compromise them.

SECURE YOUR SMARTPHONE
If you do use apps on your smartphone to control
devices in your home, make sure your smartphone
is secure. At the very least makes sure the pin
function is enabled, as well as any biometric
authentication you have. Where possible, it’s also
a good idea to download some anti-virus software
for your smartphone too.

REGULARLY AUDIT YOUR
DEVICES AND CONSOLES
Every now and then you should check through all of your
smart devices (including games consoles connected to
the Internet). Turn them off at the mains and disconnect
them from the Internet. In fact, it’s good practice to
disconnect any devices that aren’t in use. It’s a small
thing but really does help. Even when you think a device
might be in sleep mode, if it’s connected to the Internet
it could still be listening or streaming data.
SOURCES: https://www.ncsc.gov.uk, https://www.getsafeonline.org
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Thanks to the internet, there are now many ways for your children to
watch TV, both the old fashioned way on a big screen and via the internet
with on-demand programming. Restricting and controlling what your
kids can watch is harder than ever, but with our help you can make TV
safer for your kids and limit the amount that they can watch.

How to manage what your children

WATCH ON TV
TRADITIONAL TV
Traditional TV covers programmes broadcast directly to your TV without having to use the internet.
This is the standard way that most of us watch television programmes.

BROADCAST TV

SKY TV

Free-to-air broadcast television is delivered via an aerial or
satellite to your TV directly or through a PVR that also handles
recordings. Most modern TVs and PVRs sold in the last few
years will have parental controls, which restrict the content
available, requiring a PIN for unsuitable programmes. The exact
settings vary by manufacturer, so check your TV or PVRs manual
for full details. Parental locks work by checking the rating of
a programme as it’s broadcast. If a show is unrated or has an
incorrect rating, some content may not be blocked.

The version of Sky that you have defines the options available to you. If you have a Sky+ HD box, you’ll need to
press the Services button and select Parental Control & PIN. From here, you can turn on the Family Setting, which
gives you the option to remove Adult Channels and content, and requires a PIN to be entered to buy anything or
for pre-watershed playback. More granular control allows you to block specific channels, either completely or
only after 8pm, requiring a PIN to watch. You can also block programmes based on ratings, although this feature
only works for programmes with correct ratings, so some shows may slip through. Sky Q owners have the more
powerful Kids Safe Mode, which locks the system to show only kid-safe material. This includes locking the list of
viewable channels and filtering recordings to only those suitable for children. Kids Safe Mode can be enabled
either on the main box or on the Sky Q Mini boxes that you might have elsewhere in your home.

INTERNET TV
There are plenty of ways to watch TV online, whether that’s via the likes of iPlayer or with streaming video
services, such as Netflix and Amazon Prime Instant video. Here, we’ll show you how to control each.

AMAZON PRIME
VIDEO
Amazon Prime Video has Parental Controls
available in the Settings section of the Prime
Video website. The settings let you set the age
range of content that can be watched without
entering a PIN: U, PG, 12, 15 and 18. Settings apply
to all devices (bar the Xbox 360, Wii U and Fire
TV, which have their own settings), but you can
opt-out devices of your choosing in the settings.
For example, you may not want to have any
restrictions on your iPad, which only you use. PINs
can also be used to block purchases.

NETFLIX

ON-DEMAND PLAYERS

Netflix lets you create profiles for everyone in your house. On the
Netflix home screen, if you select Manage Profiles, you can change
each one to show different content, defined by age group. Children
should be encouraged to use their profiles only, particularly as there’s
no way to PIN protect adult profiles. However, you can PIN-protect
content globally, so if a child does use your profile, they’re blocked from
watching inappropriate content. Go to Netflix, select Account from the
drop-down menu by your name and select Parental Controls. You’ll
be prompted to enter a PIN, but then can select which content is PIN
protected by age range: Toddlers, Older Children, Teens and Adults.
You can also PIN protect specific programmes by typing their name in,
which could be handy if you feel a programme is unsuitable or a child
has been watching it too much.

If your children are watching content from on-demand
services, such as BBC iPlayer or All 4, you can turn on
parental controls for each via the main websites. Controls
work across all devices signed into your account. Controls
vary by platform. With BBC iPlayer, the parental lock
requires a PIN for anything marked as requiring Guidance
by the BBC. ITV Hub parental controls let you PIN protect
for content with a G-rating (a guidance ratin). For All 4, you
can choose to protect programmes rated 16+ or 18+. If you
use My5, you can set up a PIN to protect against anyone
watching G-rated content. For UKTV Play, you can add a PIN
to restrict content selecting one of two levels: all content
that’s rated 15+ or all content that’s rated 18+.

HOW CAN PARENTS MANAGE
THEIR CHILDREN’S TV TIME?
Particularly with on-demand content, it can be hard to restrict how much viewing time a child
has. However, you can restrict internet time with parental control software, restricting how much
time a child can spend online, whether they’re using the internet or watching TV shows. Parental
control software will generally only work on laptops, computer, tablets and phones. However, if
you have parental control software that runs on the router, you can manage other devices, such
as a child’s smart TV and games console, and restrict time usage on these, too.
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has been a technology journalist for more than 20
years, covering everything from internet security to
the latest computing trends and the smart home. A
father of two (a nine-year-old and a six-year-old), he’s
had to control and manage how his children access
online services and use apps.
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